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Jn this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that K,., 
(Kz,,) admits a decomposition into 2k-cycles (2k-circuits). This answers 
conjectures of J. C. Bermond (Thesis, Paris XI (Orsay), 1975) and J. C. Bermond 
and V. Faber (J. Combinatorial Theocy Ser. B 21 (1976), 146-155). 
Let m, n, k be positive integers. Let us denote by K,,, the complete 
bipartite graph and by Kz,, the complete bipartite symmetric directed graph. 
A Zk-cycle will mean an elementary cycle of length 2k and will be denoted 
by the sequence of its vertices (x0x1 ..e xZk-r). Similarly a 2kc’ircuit will 
mean an eiementary circuit (directed cycle) of length 2k. 
We shall say that a graph G (directed graph G*) can be d8ecomposed into 
Zk-cycles (2k-circuits) if it is possible to partition the edges of G (arcs 
of G*) into 2k-cycles (2k-circuits). 
Definitions not given here can be found in [ 11. 
The problem of the existence of a decomposition of the complete graph K, 
(complete directed graph K,*) into cycles (circuits) of given length has been 
investigated several times (see [4] for references). A useful way to get results 
on this problem is to use composition methods (see 12-41). But, for this, we 
need to know about the existence of the decomposition of complete 
multipartite graphs (directed graphs) into cycles (circuits) and especially of 
complete bipartite graphs in the case of cycles of even length. 
Here we give the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that K,,, 
(Kz,,) admits a decomposition into Zk-cycles (2kcircuits). 
DECOMPOSITION OF Kz,, INTO 2k-CIRCUITS 
Necessary conditions so that Kz,n can be decomposed into Zk-circuits are 
the following: m > k, n > k and the number of arcs of Kz,n must be a 
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multiple of the number of arcs of‘ a Z&circuit. That is, 2mn must be a 
multiple of 2k. We shall prove that these necessary conditions are sufficient. 
(This was conjectured in 12. 3 1): 
THEOREM A. K$,n can be decomposed into 2k-circuits if and on[\t ij 
m > k, n > k, and k divides mn. 
Proof. The proof given here is a direct construction of the IS circuits of 
the decomposition which present a nice regularity. 
Let k = pq with m = rp, n = sq, where r >/ q, s > p. Then if we denote 
by xi, O<i<rp-1 and yj, O<j<.sq-1 the vertices of KFfl,,,. a 
decomposition of K$S4 into 2pq-circuits is given by the rs following 
circuits C,, with O<n<s- 1. O<p<r- 1, C,,,=(..+ (...x~,,~)~+~$ 
Y(A+j)q+i “*)O<i<q-I *"h(j<p-1' where the indices of x are to be taken 
modulo rp and those of y modulo sq. 
In order to verify that the circuits C,, are those of a wanted decom- 
position it suffices to check that 
(i) each circuit is elementary (any vertex appears at most once), 
(ii) each arc of Kz,, appears once and only once in one of the 
circuits. 
The verification is long but not difficult and therefore is left to the reader. 
DECOMPOSITION OF K,,, INTO 2k-CYCLES 
Necessary conditions so that K,,, can be decomposed into 2k-cycles are 
the following: 
(i) m > k, n > k, 
(ii) the degree of each vertex must be even, so m and n must be even, 
(iii) the number of edges of K,,, (that is, mn) must be a multiple of 
the number of edges of a Zk-eycle {that is, 2k). 
We shall prove that these necessary conditions are suffSent. This answers 
a conjecture in [2, p. 271. 
THEOREM B. K,,, can be decomposed into Zk-cycles if and only ff m and 
n are even, m > k, n > k, and 2k divides mn. 
The proof will be divided into several cases and will again be mainly by 
direct construction except for case 2(b) where some composition methods 
will be used. 
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Unfortunately the cycles exhibited are not always very regular and 
especially in case 2(a) do not appear very attractive. In order to try to show 
how they appeared this way, we will give an example in this case. 
Proof. Let k = pq and m = rp, n = sq. Then the conditions imply that rs, 
rp, and sq are even and r > q, s > p. Thus we have the following two cases: 
Case I. At least one of the two numbers p and q is even and we have 
either (a) q and r even or (b) p and s even, 
Consider case (a) first; a decomposition of K,,,, into 2pq-cycles is given 
by the rs/2 following cycles 
c,,,os1ss- 1, O,<,u<r/2- 1. 
The verification that these rs/2 cycles are those of a decomposition is left 
to the reader. 
Case (b) can be proved similarly by exchanging m and n. 
Case 2. p and q odd. This implies that r and s are even. 
(a) Zfp > 1 and q > 1, then a decomposition of K,,, into 2pq-cycles is 
given by the rs/2 following cycles C,, , 0 < II < s/2 - I, 0 < ~1’ < r/2 - 1, and 
CL4 ’ s/2<I<s- l,O<p<rr/2- 1: 
c.,, = (.*. (x (2~+.i)ptiYbl+i)q+j *")OSj<g-Zx 
( . . . * 
Yh ,*cq- I t 2U)l)f p- I Yd., 
c(,, = (. *. x (?p+j+l)pYAq+j “‘)~~j~q~3*(9~I+2r~pYoIX(9+2uIpYc~,~ 
(... (... X(j+l+2Lop+iY(A+i)9+j “‘)~~ji9-2X(4+2u~p+i.yc,i)l~id~ ~2 
( "'*~.i+It2n)ptp--l~~p-1+~19+j "*)Osj<q-3*Cq I+ZuMcp- I 
Yh,X(q+ZU)Ptg-lYd,~ 
where the indices of x and y are to be taken modulo rp and sq, unless 
otherwise stated. Let us denote by [I] the residue value modulo sq/2 of any 
integer 1. The indices a,, b,, {ciA, 0 < i ,< p - 2), dA for 0 < .L ,< s - 1 have 
the following values: 
(1) aS,z=(s-l)q+q- 1 and for s/2+ 1 SACS- 1 a,= 
(n- l)q+q- 1. 
(2) For 0 < A ,< s - 1, 0 < i < p - 2, if i is even, ciA = 
](,I + i/2) q + q - 11 and if i is odd, cid = [(A + (i - 1)/2) q + q - 1 ] + sq/2. 
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(3) In the case p < s/2 + 1, for 0 B A < s - 1, d, z- 
for O<A<s/2-1. b,h=I(A:+(p-1)/2)q-+ I%+q--l+wP fyi b =,nq+q-2, 
q- l]ands/2<A< , ,1 
(4) In the case p>s/2+ 1, for O<A<s/Z- 1, d,%=[(A+p-- I) 
q+q-2]+sq/2ands/2~~~s-l.d,=~qtq-2andforO~~Ass---p 
and 3s/2 - p + 1 < i < s - 1, b, = [(A+(p- 1)/2)q+q- l] and 
s-p+l<A<33s/2-p,b,=[(A+(p-l)q+q-21. 
Moreover, in the casep>s/2+ 1. for i=p-s/2- Irj=q-2,yf.i+i,ye,i 
hastobereplacedbyy,,withe,~=(~-l)q$q-2forO~~~s-l. 
In order to verify that the cycles C,, , 0 < A < s/2 - 1, C\, , s/2 < d < 
s - 1 are the cycles of a decomposition we have now to check that every 
cycle is elementary and every edge of K,,, appears once and only once in 
one .of the cycles. 
We will give a sketch of verification: 
Let us first show that for any 0 <p < r/2 - 1. 0 < A < s/2 - 1 every cycle 
CA, is elementary. 
The indices of x’s appearing in a given C,, are equal to (2,~ + j)p + i for 
0 < j < q - 1, 0 < i < p - 1 and therefore are all different. The set Y of 
indices of the y’s appearing in a given CAw is 
Y= {(A ti)q+j:O< j<q-3,O<i<p- 1) 
U{ciA:O<i<p-2) 
U((Ati)q+q-2:O<i<p-2) 
u Ib.1, d,J. 
But {cie3: O<i<p-2j=(((A+i)q+q-I], [(A+i)q+q-l]+sq/2: 
O,<j<(p-3)/21 and if p<s/2+1, dA = [Aq + q - 21 t sq/2, b, = 
[(A + (p - 1)/2) q t q - l] so that for any d, 0 <A <s/2 - 1 all the 
elements of Y are different; if p>ss/2t 1, d,=[(A-!-p- 1) 
q t q - 21 t sq/2 and 0 < A. < s - p, b, = [(A t (p - 1)/2) q t q - 1 ], and 
s-p+l<A<ss/2-1, b,=[(Atp-l)q+q-21 and, in addition if 
p>s/2+1 in the set {(A+i)q+q-2:O<i<p-2}, the element 
(A t (p - s/2 - 1)) q t q - 2 (which could be equal to d,) has been replaced 
by (A- 1) q + q - 2 so that again it is not difficult to check that all the 
elements of Y are different. 
The same verification can be done for any cycle C;, and is left to the 
reader. 
Let us show now that every edge of Km*, appears once and only once in 
one of the cycles. It is easy to see that, for this, it suffices to check that 
among all the cycles each vertex xi is a neighbour of every yj, 0 < j < qs - 1. 
Moreover as the cycles present some regularity in their form, it suffices to 
check the neighbours of xi for i= 0, 1, p- 1, p, p + 1,2p - 1. So if we 
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denote by Xi the set of indices j of all the neighbours ~5 of xi in the given 
cycles C.ir, CL,, we want to show that 
xi= (j:O<j<qs- I} for i=O, l,p- l,p,p-t 1,2p-- I. 
We have 
x0= (1~q+j:O~j~q-2),c,,,d,:O~13.,<s/2- l} 
u ((nq+j:o,<j~q-3},a,:s/2~I~s- I}, 
x, = iC0.i~ CIA, ((A+ l)q+j:O<j,<q-2}:O,<II<s/2- 1) 
u((n+ l)q+j:O,<j<q-2,s/2<i<s- 11, 
X p~,=~~p~2,~,((IZ+p-1)q+j:O~j~q-3},~.~,~~:O~~~~s/2-~~ 
U({~+p-l)q+j:O,<j~q-3},b,:s/2,<~,<s-1), 
X,= (/1q+j:0,<j<qq2,0,<L<s/2- 1) 
U{{lq+j:O,<j~q-3},a,,c,,,d,:s/2~~,<s- l}, 
X g+,= ((A+ l)q+j:O,<j<q-2,O<A,<s/2- l} 
U(c0,,{(1+1)q$j:0~j~q-2},c,,:~/2~1~~~-1~, 
X +, = {c,-,,,l, {(A+p- l)q+j:O~j~q-33),O,,d.~:s,/2~~,<s- 11 
u(((~-t-(p-1))qtj:O,<j~q-3},b,:O~~,<s/2-Ij. 
Now, by replacing the indices aA, b,, ciA, dA by their values successively 
in the cases p < s/2 + 1 and p > s/2 + 1, one can check that all these sets 
satisfy the wanted equality. 
EXAMPLE. Decomposition of K,,.,, into 18-cycles 
p= 3, q= 3, i-= 4, s = 6, 
,Lf=o 
(b) Ifp = 1 (or q = 1). Suppose p = 1 (if q = 1, exchange p and q); we 
want to prove that K,,,Q can be decomposed into 2q-cycles with Y and s even, 
Y > q, q odd. Put r = 2t, s = 2~; KZl+zuq is the edge disjoint union of u graphs 
isomorphic to K,,,,, . So it is sufficient to prove that K,,,,, can be decom- 
posed into 2q-cycles for q odd, 2t > q. 
The case t even, say t = 2a, has been settled: in (21 Bermond has proved 
that K40,2g can be decomposed into 2q-cycles for q odd, 4a > q. 
Consider now the case t odd, say t = 2a + 1. Let q = 2b t 1. We want to 
prove that K4a+2.4b+2 can be decomposed into (4b t 2)-cycles for any 
integers a, b such that 4a + 2 > 2b t 1. It is not difficult to show that it 
suffices to prove the existence of the decomposition for integers a, b such 
that 2b t 1 Q 4a + 2 ( 4b t 4. Indeed then if 4a, t 2 > 4b + 4, suppose by 
induction that the decomposition of K,,+2,4b+2 exists for any a < a, such 
that 4a t 2 > 2b t 1; then consider K++ 2,46 + 2 as the edge disjoint union of 
G,=K 2b+2,4b+2 and G2 =K400-2b,4b+2. 2b + 2 and 4a, - 2b are greater 
than 2b + 1; one of them is congruent to 0 (mod 4) and we know that the 
corresponding graph Gi can be decomposed (see above the case t even). The 
other one if of the form 4a’ $ 2 with a’ < a,, and then by hypothesis of 
induction the corresponding graph G, can be decomposed. Therefore we only 
have to show that there exists a decomposition of K40+2,4b+ z for 2b + 1 < 
4a t 2 < 4b + 4, that is, for b < 2a < 26. 
Such a decomposition into (4b + 2)-cycles is given by the following C,, 
for 1=O,l,O<,a<2a: 
cO, = (‘** xi+2,Yi “‘h<i<26-1 x2b+ZuYc,~ 
CI~=(“‘Xi+2~+1Yi+2b+l “‘)osi<2b-ZX2b+2~Yd,~2b+2r+IYc. 
with {c, , d, , c, + b} = { 26,4b, 4b + 1 } (where p t b has to be taken modulo 
2a + 1). 
It suffices to define c, in terms of b and to take d, as the third element of 
the set. A solution is to take, for a = b, 
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c, = 2b for O<y<b- 1, 
c,=4b+ 1, 
c, = 4b for b-t- 1 <p<22a; 
for a f b. If 0 <,K < b - 1 and let h be the greatest integer less than or equal 
to y/(2a - b + l), then 
c, = 26 if h is even, 
c, = 4b + 1 if h is odd, 
c, = 4b if b <,u ,< 2a. 
The verification that the given cycles are those of the wanted decom- 
position is left to the reader. 
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